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Details of Visit:

Author: lufthansa
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 30 Nov 2015 14:00
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 350
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Rosebud London Escorts
Website: http://www.rosebudescorts.co.uk
Phone: 07532032076

The Premises:

A nice flat five minutes walk to the north of Marble Arch. A good area and very spacious flat which I
think she shares with another provider. All good. However, the TV was on for the entire encounter
and I found that distracting. BBC1 - Doctors, The Doctor Blake Mysteries and then Escape to the
Country (with steam trains - more of which later)!

The Lady:

Exactly as the agency description except probably Romanian and not Italian. Cute body with
enhanced tits. Maybe a little too enhanced for my personal liking but nevertheless she obviously
had a good surgeon. Small tattoo.

The Story:

The agency had for some time been encouraging me to give Nicky a try so we finally managed to
agree the liaison. This was my usual 2 hours/2 pops session.

I have to say that for some reason we didn't quite click as I expected we would. Nicky is highly rated
in previous reviews and by the agency (number 2 in their top 10) and so my expectations were high.
Nevertheless I thought the reception was a bit cold - no real welcoming kiss or smile but OK that
sometimes happens. Anyway, off to the shower to clean the bits ....

Start out with a bit of kissing. Very light. Then a bit of oral - very nice with some good tongue-flicking
but again nothing particularly special. On with the rubber and into some cowgirl to completion.
Again nice but with no frills - nothing special and all a bit clinical.

Small talk then into oral and 69 for round 2. Again this was OK but for a premium service I would
expect more than just a basic suck and then continue by hand when completion is imminent.

Kissing - no tongues and mostly closed mouth.

Credit where it's due - she did try to get a 3rd pop out of me and that would be a challenge for
anyone. In addition this coincided with a steam train story on "Escape to the Country" on TV which
distracted my attention somewhat although normally steam trains give me a raging hard-on. Alas no
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3rd pop was forthcoming (or thirdcoming).

So, in summary this was an enjoyable experience but not worthy of a premium. I am giving a yes
recommendation because overall the experience was satisfactory and she is, without doubt, a
pleasant girl.
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